Students in the capital and in the outback: for whom is it easier to study?
Admission of urban applicants
Everything is simpler in the city: you study in your city, graduate from school, and then go to university
with your friends. Nothing new, nothing supernatural, because relatives and friends are always nearby,
and the university is located in the remoteness of public transport.
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There is such a subjective opinion that city dwellers, unlike provincials, "have teeth", and therefore it is
much easier for them to act.
And so it turns out: where the provincial is confused, the local will orientate himself and quickly find a
way out of the situation. But our life just consists of such accidents, and sometimes it is very useful to be
"in the right place and at the right time."
Do not exclude the fact of good acquaintances. It is much easier for city applicants to connect parents
who will find profitable connections and "push" their child to the first year of university.

Even in terms of tutoring, it is easier, because you can choose a university teacher as a teacher, who will
come home and persistently eliminate gaps in memory. In addition, do not forget the adage that "houses
and walls warm".
Here city applicants clearly feel this when they enter one of the universities in their city. Provincials find
it harder to adapt, but sometime they have to start!
As for the benefits and concessions for admission, it does not matter at all where you live and where you
studied - according to this assessment criterion for the selection committee, everyone is equal.
So no need to say that it is easier for locals to do it, because they are locals!

Entering provincials
Living in a village, village or urban settlement, plans for the future emerge in the head of a student
already in graduation classes. As practice shows, these thoughts are only about urban life, since there are
no prospects in the village and cannot be.

Children do not want to repeat the fate of their parents and get stuck in the village - they strive for
perspectives, a bright and eventful future, city life.

This can be understood, since the city opens up bright prospects for the provincials, which seem to be the
limit of all dreams.
But with admission, difficulties may arise.

It's not even about the province, but about the human character and quality of secondary education.
Recall at least everyone's favorite Soviet comedy film Carnival, where both of these problems are
combined in the image of the main character.
In the first case, we are talking about the softness of the soul and excessive kindness, which certainly
prevents admission, but attracts not always honest and respectable people.
In the second case, it is worth remembering her provincial rehearsals, which, alas, did not help to enter
the theater school in Moscow.
It must be admitted that education in the provinces leaves much to be desired, and the knowledge base
received upon graduation, unfortunately, does not reach the level of entrance exams to a city university.

To put it mildly, provincial applicants are "weak" and do not constitute much competition for local
applicants.
Another factor that acts to the detriment of visiting applicants is a foreign city. Indeed, for people who are
used to living in a small village, it is difficult to adapt in a huge city with its own developed
infrastructure.
It is not for nothing that provincials can be seen from afar, and everyone considers it his duty to deceive
them. This is how problems begin when things, passports, money are stolen, led astray, and dubious
companies appear.
It seems to me that parents should not let their children go alone to a foreign city, and for the period of
admission it is desirable for everyone to move closer to the university.

And the last thing: it is clearly impossible to enroll without tutoring, so you still have to go to the city,
hire a professional to fill the gaps in your memory. There is a problem, but early action is needed. "

